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About This Game

The Battle is on! Face off against your friends in thrilling multiplayer panzer battles for supremacy! Defend your base against
attacking tanks and destroy your enemies in breathtaking firefights. Capture the enemy flag, as you blast your way through the

enemy lines. Use the various power-ups wisely to boost your abilities and turn the tide of battle!

PANZER PANIC VR is an innovative virtual reality arena game that places you behind the controls of a battle ready tank.
Choose from a collection of different tanks and customize them. Challenge up to 3 friends in local multiplayer or hone your

skills against a cunning AI on many action-packed maps. Will you be the hunter or the hunted, as you rush to secure victory for
your team?

Features:

 Highly immersive VR fights

 Cross-platform multiplayer mode

 Fierce team deathmatch mode

 Thrilling battle arenas

 Action-packed single player gameplay

 Exciting gameplay options

 Challenging achievement system

 Powerful tanks of different classes

 Awesome customization with various skins

 Controller support
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Thank you for playing ‘PANZER PANIC VR’!
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Title: Panzer Panic VR
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
HandyGames
Publisher:
HandyGames
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10\/10 Best Game I've ever played. Assault Suit Leynos is a remake of a Genesis \/ Mega Drive game many of you will know as
Target: Earth.

Assault Suit Leynos isn't as good as its prequel, Assault Suit Valken (SNES), which you may know as Cybernator. It's also not as
good as the remake developer's previous work, Armored Hunter Gunhound (PSP\/Steam). However, it's significantly better than
the original version of Assault Suit Leynos. It features a pretty hefty amount of customization for a game that's shorter than your
average Mega Man game, and it has a few mechanical improvements over its predecessors, such as the invaluable ability to use
your shield in mid-air\/space. The biggest thing it has over the other Assault Suits and Assault Suit homages is that it's a LOT
easier. If you're looking for a way to warm up to its sometimes exceedingly difficult cousins, there's no better introduction to the
tiny subgenre.

And hey, if you really want to swim through an endless sea of randomly spawning enemies, Leynos also features Classic Mode,
which makes the game behave very much like the original version. Which was an endless sea of randomly spawning enemies.. I
was two steps from winning and the computer surprised me with a one move win on hard! Great Job!

This is a great game. As a big fan of Go (igo, Baduk, etc.) this has a good number of qualities of the go game. First, its rules are
simple. Movement of pieces is very simple and can be understood very quickly. The format of the game is quite logical and
without reading the rules, it only took one or two games to understand all the movement and basic strategy of the game. Second,
it has some depth to the game play. It is not so simple to have standard moves (at least not for me yet), though it may at some
point for me in the future. The good thing is that there is a bit of repeatibility in play because of the different setups for the
board.
I have played on all three board types and I can now definitely say that this game has a good future. The other board types are
quite challenging compared to the first, and the strategy definitely has to change for each board type. That makes it a bit more
interesting since there may be even more unique ways to play in the future.

I am quite happy with this game. It mixes the qualities of Chess with go by adopting the simplicity of go, but the faster pace of
chess and removal of pieces off the board. With the rating system, I am also looking forward to playing online at some point.

I should also note, having now played the game a bit and beaten the computer AI on Hard level, the pace is not too slow. Many
times when you get into the harder levels, the AI slows considerably. One of the things I like about this game is that it has a
relatively quick pace (can finish a game within 20 minutes easily), and it still maintains some interesting depth. I assume the
elite and impossible levels will get even slower, though. It is good to maintain a reasonable pace, and I hope the advanced AI
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games can still finish within an hour.

Once I play some online games, I will again, update this review.. One of my favorite games from my childhood! Retro alien
killing. Blood and gore. NPCs that could either be friend or foe. A display in the corner that tells you what is shooting at you.
First FPS to have a grenade launcher; teleporting; explosions that you could set off that could potentially hurt you; enemies that
can run out of ammo and pick up some that's nearby; pods and glass canisters that aliens pop out of. I seriously don't know my
love for this game revolves around nostalgia, or if it's still just a great game.. Not a bad game i would say kinda slow and boring
early on. But picks up and has that fast panicky feel at parts when a giant mod or boss is about to smash your face in. Cute art
style good controlls over all i would say for 10$ this is a pretty good game. Very fun and satisfying! 11/10 "Would exterminate
again!". Fun little game but only worth 2,49 euro (75% sale) not more!
Much better then chess!. Not played it for long yet, but I can tell it's gonna be good already.
And it DOES work on WMR. All you have to do is recenter through Steam as with many VR games. There is a slight glitch at
the very edge of the screen but it can be ignored. I don't get what all these bad reviews are talking about.
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Love it! Definitely recommend this game!. I don't remember playing this. Hit my head a few times 9/10. my fav game since i
was a kid.. A fairly decent platformer game. Especially pastel-like graphics are impressive. BGM is also great for listening.
Puzzles and actions are in proper and natural harmony. Animation also makes the game more interesting. If this game is the
developer's first steam game, he has good potential. Maybe, Of the indie games released this week, it is the most worthy of note.

*Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/
https://youtu.be/Jj174TssX90. Oculus Rift User here:

This Tool is easy to setup and intuitive to use. Tried it with Skyrim VR and Fallout4VR and it felt so natural to walk and even
physically jump in my living room. I will never play these games in another way! Oculus Touch support is top. There are many
options for the ingame enabling of armswinning (the dedault is just to rest your thumbs on the controller. NO remapping
required) I highly recommend it!. Game is pretty much unplayable with all the crashes.
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